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With the increasing penetration of distributed generators (DG), distribution networks are gradually
transforming from passive networks to active distribution networks (ADN) (Ji et al., 2019a).
However, the intermittent power generation of DGs has signiﬁcant uncertainties in spatial and
temporal distribution. These uncertainties bring challenges and put forward higher requirements for
operational ﬂexibility in ADN (Mi et al., 2019). Simultaneously, accurate and fast power ﬂow control
by ﬂexible distribution devices, represented by soft open point (SOP) (Bloemink and Green, 2010),
solid transformer, distribution uniﬁed power ﬂow controller, can signiﬁcantly improve the
operational ﬂexibility of ADNs. The wide application of power electronic devices provides
opportunities for the further improvement on the performances of distribution networks (Lee
et al., 2019).
This Research Topic is organized to introduce the recent progresses on the modeling,
simulation, operation and planning of ADNs with various ﬂexible distribution equipment
(power electronic devices). Finally, ﬁfteen papers have been accepted for this Research Topic,
which can be sorted into the following three categories including 1) Efﬁcient modeling,
simulation and analysis methods; 2) Operation control and energy management under
uncertainties; 3) Flexibility and resilience evaluation and enhancement. The three sections
below respectively introduce the major researches and contributions of the papers covered in
each category.

Efﬁcient Modeling, Simulation and Analysis Methods
Mathematically, the optimal operation of distribution networks generally belongs to largescale, non-convex and non-linear optimization problems. The integration of power electronic
devices in ADNs also increases the complexities in modeling, simulation and analysis (Li et al.,
2017). It is necessary to develop efﬁcient methods for optimal operation and control issues
in ADNs.
Fu et al. propose an optimal power ﬂow calculation method for the three-phase four-wire lowvoltage distribution system. Through improving the node admittance matrix, the complexity of
problem solving is effectively reduced.
Li et al., 2017 establish an analysis model to evaluate the wind power consumption capacity. The
inﬂuence of adjustable parameters on the consumption capacity is quantitatively analyzed.
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quantitative evaluation of ﬂexibility and resilience has become a
major concern for the system operation (Ji et al., 2019b).
Cai et al. propose a reliability calculation model with ESS
integration. The impacts of different prices and incentive policies
are analyzed for ﬂexibility and reliability improvement.
Hou et al. present an improved reliability evaluation approach
of ADN. The impact increment method and shadow price are
adopted to address the high penetration level of renewable
energy.
Huo et al. design a multi-station topology to realize the ﬂexible
connection of distribution networks. A coordinated control
strategy is proposed to ensure the reliable and efﬁcient
operation of multi-station system.
Wang et al. develop an operation strategy for SOP-based ESSs
with the consideration of battery life. ESSs are regulated to
promote DG penetration and reduce the operational cost
of ADNs.
Xing et al. propose an optimal dispatch model to facilitate DG
integration. Multiple devices are coordinated and the beneﬁts for
dispatchable resources are considered in a multi-objective
framework.

Li et al., 2017 present a positive sequence voltage fault
component polarization impedance criterion. It can adaptively
follow the fault resistance variation with less affected by the fault
response characteristics of inverter interfaced DGs.
Sun et al. develop a linearized model for modular multilevel
converter (MMC) considering diverse failure scenarios. Then, an
analytical calculation method is proposed to solve the problem of
single-pole grounding short-circuit.
Wang et al. design the DG-load matching degree and the
accommodation ratio to analyze DG accommodation in ADN.
The simulation model of sequential production is further
proposed to calculate the DG-network-load accommodation ratio.

Operation Control and Energy Management
Under Uncertainties
The integration of volatile DG and various demand-side
resources with uncertainties makes the operation more
complex and challenging (Liu et al., 2018). Thus, it is
important to investigate the optimal control and energy
management methods to deal with the uncertainties (Ma et al.,
2019).
Hu et al. develop a two-stage framework for complementary
power generation of wind, hydropower and pumped storage
systems. The forecast evolution model is established to
describe the uncertainties of wind power in different regions.
Luo et al. present a bi-level dispatch model based on virtual
power plants (VPPs), which arranges DGs, ESSs and demand
response resources as a VPP. VPPs are utilized to alleviate the
peak load level of distribution systems.
Song et al. develop a coordinated stochastic scheduling
model of integrated electricity and natural gas systems to
address the uncertainty of DGs and loads. It helps to
accommodate wind power and provide additional ﬂexible
ramping capacities.
Qazi et al. utilize cooperative game theory for the optimal
operation of isolated microgrid-clusters. To mitigate
uncertainties from DGs and loads, the frequency is regulated
in real-time and a dynamic droop control process is adopted.
Wang et al. consider load aggregators (LAs) and ADNs as two
stakeholders and adopt a distributed method to establish different
economic optimization goals.

CONCLUSION
The papers in this Research Topic cover various technical
solutions for ﬂexible operation problems of distribution
networks, such as the efﬁcient analytical methods with high
penetration of DG, ﬂexible operation methods under
uncertainties, and system planning with ﬂexible distribution
devices. The research will facilitate the enhanced ﬂexibility,
efﬁciency, and reliability of distribution networks under
complex environments brought by high DG penetration.
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Flexibility and Resilience Evaluation and
Enhancement
Flexibility and resilience enhancement are increasingly important
for the operation of ADN (Parvania et al., 2020). Meanwhile, the
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